
Celebrity News: Kylie Jenner
Posts  Instagram  Photos  Amid
Tyga’s Teen Mom Scandal

By Dejha Carlisle

There’s always something stirring when it comes to rapper,
Tyga. According to UsMagazine.com, the rapper has reportedly
been  contacting  14-year  old  Molly  O’Malia  behind  Kylie
Jenner’s back. O’Malia, a singer and model, accused Tyga of
sending  her  very  uncomfortable  messages.  Tyga  denied  the
claims, telling sources he only wanted to add the talented
O’Malia  to  his  label.  The  other  half  of  Tyga’s  celebrity
couple-dom,  Kylie  Jenner  seems  to  be  disregarding  the
celebrity news, and posts Instagram pictures of herself amid
the drama.

This  celebrity  news  doesn’t  look
good  for  Kylie  and  Tyga’s
relationship! What are some ways to
know  whether  to  support  your
partner or move on?

Cupid’s Advice:

Relationships do endure the good and bad times, but you have
to know whether you should stay in them. Here’s some tips to
help you decide if you should stay or not:

1. The mixed signals: If your partner is constantly giving you
mixed signals, it may be time to move on. You shouldn’t have
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to  worry  about  whether  your  partner  truly  cares  for  you,
because he shies away from you often. If your partner doesn’t
show conflicting actions, you should stay.

Related Link: How to Move On After Heartbreak

2. Pain over joy: If you are more frustrated and miserable
than happy, you should definitely move on! The person may not
be right for you if you end up with tears every night, and
that is very unhealthy for a relationship.

Related Link: How to Get Over the Relationship Blues

3. Justifying actions: Sometimes it may be hard to face the
truth, but reality is reality. You may be uncomfortable with
the thought of that person doing wrong, which results in you
making excuses for them. See actions for what they are, and
let them speak for themselves.

How did you know it was the time to move on? Share your
experience below!
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